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Every plant has specific lighting needs in 

terms of both intensity and spectra. On that 

basis, we’ve targeted our design efforts at 

a whole new field of specialisation, that of 

‘natural’ artificial light.
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We offer a vast range of 

INDOOR and OUTDOOR 

plant lighting products

A tool to inspire 
and raise     
awareness

This brochure aims to help designers create 

indoor and outdoor green areas by showing how 

they can use a broad range of products and light 

sources to promote plant growth, even in the 

absence of natural light. We’ve set ourselves the 

goal of highlighting the importance of greenery, 

not just as mere decoration and embellishment 

but as a way of building a more sustainable fu-

ture-focused world..

We provide lighting systems with HC (Horti-

culture) LEDs that emit a spectrum tailored to 

ornamental plants. These include linear systems 

with LEDs and optics for oblique lighting and 

wallwashers for green walls, or spotlights with 

COBHC for the accent lighting of individual plants 

or indoor green areas.

Photobiology is the study of how light and bio-

logical systems interact: a discipline that focuses 

on primary photosynthesis processes to define 

the relationships that link biological function and 

structure.

A far-reaching topic that also involves human 

living.



What benefits do indoor plants 

bring? 

First of all, the term ‘indoor’ refers 

to workplaces, studios and homes, 

places that are very much inter-

changeable these days. Plants are 

said to have superpowers… and 

indeed they do: the presence of 

plants rewards us with numerous 

benefits throughout the day.

Above all, they aid concentration, 

muffle noise and oxygenate the air. 

What’s more, indoor plants influence 

air temperature as they cool in 

summer and heat in winter by regu-

lating in-room humidity.

They ooze serenity and relieve stress. 

They diminish indoor dust circulation 

and attenuate any pollutants.
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01. Fifty 5 Pro ceiling, suspension and recessed versions 

available. Can be equipped with Horticulture LEDs.

ENHANCED WELLBEING 

AND HEALTH
INDOOR VERTICAL GREEN WALLS

Pure, oxygenated air, better 
acoustics and a positive impact 
on mood. 

INDOOR 
VER-
TICAL 
GREEN 
WALLS
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Phar

The right light for every plant!

There’s a growing need to get back to a direct relationship with nature. In parallel, people are increasingly careful about what 

they eat. The desire to produce and consume zero-mileage food has never been so great. Hence the increasing popularity of 

indoor vegetable gardens.

But green fingers alone are not enough: you need just the right lighting, because every plant thrives on a specific spectrum. 

In short, each plant has its own needs and we have the know-how to provide just the right solution. Scientific research, plant 

life-cycle analysis, in-the-field testing and feedback and partnerships with professionals have resulted in the identification of 

productivity-enhancing spectra.

Urban Urban 
HerbHerb
gardengarden

Plant-related planning and green area design is now as big a topic as architecture itself and demands equally impressive design 

efforts. We provide a series of indoor lighting solutions that combine ambient light with growth-promoting light, allowing plant growth 

even in the scarcity or absence of natural light.

The right light can 

positively affect the 

development of nutrients 

and vitamins.

01. Phar projector, 

ceiling and wall versions 

available with base 

plate or electrified track. 

Can be equipped with 

Horticulture LEDs.
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iFerrosi

Temperature mitigation tool 

Green roofs provide benefits from several perspectives: 

climate, water collection and wind:

- temperature mitigation (in summer a bare roof 

can reach 80 °C, a green roof only 25 °C)

- rainwater absorption with relative decrease in 

drainage network loads

- effects on wind and hot-cold air heat exchange

A green roof, then, provides THERMAL INSULATION: it 

limits heat loss in winter and curbs heating in summer;

NOISE INSULATION: reduces sound transmission, 

lowering noise pollution;

ROOFTOP USABILITY: reclamation of otherwise 

unused surfaces to make roofs accessible;

WATER REGULATION: high water storage capacity with 

gradual release;

increases the VALUE of the property and increases its 

DURABILITY by shielding against thermal stress;

from

“GREEN ROOFS AS A MITIGATION TOOL” by Teodoro 

Giorgiadis

01. iFerrosi series 

of free-standing 

lights in various sizes 

and models. Can 

be equipped with 

Horticulture LEDs.

Garden Garden 
roofroof
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HanginHangin
gardensgardens

01. iFerrosi01. iFerrosi, 

double pole version.

Hanging Gardens and Kata-

batic Winds

They might be small, but hanging gardens 

can even affect the wind.

Evapotranspiration causes the mass of air to 

come into contact with the cooler surfaces of 

the plants; as the air cools it flows downwards, 

generating a breeze along the walls. When it 

reaches the ground, this breeze causes tur-

bulence that mixes up the still air, dilutes any 

pollution and freshens the surrounding atmo-

sphere.

Teodoro Giorgiadis  CNR BOLOGNA



Communal gardens look great, can make condo living and public 

areas far more enjoyable and undoubtedly create a more pleasant 

environment.

Where there’s enough space, a garden also offers opportunities 

for play and leisure. There are plenty of examples of condominium 

gardens where residents can enjoy benches, children’s playgrounds 

and paths for brief strolls.

Together, these elements make the garden an ideal 

place of recreation and rest.

iFerrosi

88

Condominium gardens and public areas



CondominiumCondominium
gardens gardens 
ad public ad public 
areaarea

iCementi
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The growing popularity of micro gardens largely 

stems from a lack of open spaces for city 

dwellers. People are experiencing a growing 

need for active contact with the natural side of 

life, and micro gardens offer a creative way to 

provide it.

The well-being they procure complements 

other sensory experiences hotels offer their 

customers. 

Lucifero’s range of Outdoor products includes 

the Nanofile LED line and iGround path marker 

lights, the File Flex collection and the Iride collection designed by 

architect Mario Cucinella.

Luxury hotelLuxury hotel

MINIATURE LUXURY GARDENS

How can lighting take plant diversity into account? Key aspects 

to bear in mind include plant size, growth patterns, canopy shape, 

leaf and flower colour. For example, tall trees should be illuminated 

from bottom to top to emphasize slenderness and branch texture. This 

makes adjustable projectors ideal as their positioning can be modified 

as the plant grows.
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01. Nanofile 

02. iGround adjustable 

03. iGround fix

04. Fifle Flex Circle

05. File Flex Virgolina

06. Iride

Bushes, instead, can be lit from top to 

bottom to highlight their shape and colour. 

Alternatively, recessed spotlights can be 

used to illuminate from the ground upwards, 

scattering the light through the foliage. Green 

areas offer a stage on which the right lighting 

allows designers to create innumerable 

settings and backdrops.
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Recyclability, 
full steam 
ahead!
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Recyclability, 
full steam 
ahead!

CIRCULAR ECONOMY, ITALY N°1 IN EUROPE  Published April 1, 2021

For the third year running, Italy is Europe’s leading country in the recycling field. This result was published in the third “National 

Report on the Circular Economy in Italy 2021”, drawn up by CEN-Circular Economy Network (the network promoted by the Founda-

tion for sustainable development together with a group of companies and business associations) and ENEA. 

1
PLACE FOR 

ITALY

79
CIRCULAR ECONOMY POINTS 

SCORED BY ITALY

2004
LUCIFERO’S JOINS ECOLIGHT

01. Ecolight consortium WEEE collection

Summing the scores for each sector of the circular economy - 

production, consumption, circular waste management, investment 

and employment in recycling, repair and reuse - puts Italy in first 

place with 79 points, followed by France with 68, Germany and 

Spain with 65 and Poland with 54..

ECOLIGHT 

Since 2004 we’ve been part of Ecolight, a national non-profit 

consortium of over 1,700 companies that ensures environmentally-

friendly management and disposal of WEEE-related materials 

at the end of their life cycle according to a logic of sustainable 

development and maximum efficiency.

st
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Coatings Coatings 
against salinityagainst salinity

Cataphoresis treatment 

Lucifero’s is committed to giving products a finish that meets the needs of every single project.

Cataphoresis coating is a surface treatment aimed at giving metal and alloy parts considerable resistance to chemical and environ-

mental corrosion.

The latest-generation epoxy coating system can treat materials up to 6.5 metres long.

Epoxy-based cataphoresis ensures products are fully coated with a uniformly thick layer. 

Using an electroplating application method, it is also recommended as a primer in powder painting processes where maximum 

performance in terms of adhesion, strength and finish is required.

Surface treatments to prevent corrosion.

STAGES OF CATAPHORESIS

- Spray/immersion degreasing

- Pickling

- Activation

- Phosphating with microcrystalline zinc salts

- Cataphoresis (high-penetration epoxy product)
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PHOTOSYNTHESIS
As the word (made up of photos, light, and synthesis, the combination of several parts) implies, photosynthesis uses sunlight-derived energy to convert oxygen, carbon dioxide, 

water and the mineral salts extracted from the soil by the roots to form nutrients.

NANOMOLE 
A sub-unit of the MOLE, the base unit of the amount of substance in the International System of Units (symbol mol), equivalent to the amount of substance of a system which 

contains as many elementary entities (atoms, molecules, ions, electrons) as there are atoms in 0.012 kilogram of carbon-12.

 

PHYTOCHROMES
Plants have receptors called phytochromes: these play a key role during flowering (and foliage growth). Phytochromes can be activated with red spectrum light and infrared light.

MICROGREENS
Microgreens or ‘micro-vegetables’ are defined as the young, tender seedlings of numerous species of vegetables, aromatic herbs and wild plants that are harvested only 7-20 days 

after sowing, as soon as they have developed the two cotyledonary leaves or the first true leaves..

SPECTRUM
Plants are stimulated differently depending on the wavelengths of light they receive. Some vegetative spectra stimulate photosynthesis while others are better suited to flowering 

and fruiting. 

HYDROPONIC CULTIVATION
Hydroponics is the soilless cultivation of plants. The plants draw only on water, in which suitable nutrients are dissolved to make them grow quickly and healthily.

AEROPONIC CULTIVATION
Aeroponics refers to a closed soilless greenhouse or grow-box cultivation system where plants grow in an air or mist environment.

KELVIN
The Kelvin is a unit of measure (K) of the colour temperature of a light source. Colour temperature defines the tone of light. Note that natural sunshine exceeds 5000 Kelvin.

HORTICULTURAL THERAPY                                                                                                            
A relatively recent practice that has beneficial effects on a person’s health and psycho-physical balance. Combined with medical treatment, and practiced as a relaxing daily break, 

horticultural therapy can give self-esteem and mental serenity a welcome boost.

CHLOROPLASTS               
Present in plant leaves: these are the organelles in which photons are converted into metabolic energy.

SICK BUILDING SYNDROME            
Sick building syndrome refers to well-defined symptoms that can affect a high number of occupants of modern or recently renovated buildings equipped with mechanical ven-

tilation and centralised air conditioning systems (without the introduction of external fresh air). Such buildings may be offices, schools, hospitals, care homes or houses in general. 

Hence the growing need for more green areas in towns and cities..



 
Adress

Lucifero’s srl

via del tappezziere, 3

40138/Bologna/Italia

+390516014276

Social - Follow us

   instagram luciferoslighting

   linkedin LuciferosArchiTechLighting

   facebook

   twitter

Online

www.luciferos.it

info@luciferos.it
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discover more www.luciferos.it


